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Bestselling author Joanna Martine Woolfolk has completely revised and updated The Only

Astrology Guide You'll Ever Need for the first time in 19 years. Here is a book that with a few hours

of reading will enable anyone to cast his or her own chart. It gives explanations of the influences

that are often given scant attention in conventional astrology books: the moon signs, the rising sun,

the placement of the planets, and the significance of the twelve houses. Woolfolk also discusses

astrology in history and legend. Easy to use, this book supplies simplified tables that in most cases

require only the laying down of a ruler across the birthdate.
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Although this is not the only astrology book that your library will ever need, it is still a valuable title

that should be strongly considered. Woolfolk, the horoscope columnist for Marie Claire and

Redbook magazines, has updated her classic guide for the first time in 19 years. Thoroughly

covered here are sun signs, moon signs, planets, and the significance of the 12 zodiacal houses, as

well as the most recent discoveries in astronomy and 21st-century projections. The author gives an

easy, logical way to integrate the interpretations of the sun signs, moon signs, planets, and houses

in any given chart, something not easily done or often seen in general astrology books. The book's

only shortcoming is its lack of instruction on making a detailed technical chart, which is necessary if

one is to cast a complete and accurate horoscope. However, Woolfolk compensates for this by

teaching a simplified method that is about 90 percent accurate enough to get a beginner started and

includes a bibliography for further instruction. Astronomical tables are included to help cast the



simplified chart. A great bargain for the price, this is highly recommended for all astrology

collections. Marija Sanderling, Nesmith Lib., Windham, NH Copyright 2001 Reed Business

Information, Inc.

Truly lives up to its title. (United Press International )A great bargain for the price, this is highly

recommended for all astrology collections. (Library Journal )

I am giving this two stars because the book was advertised as having a link for which you can

access in order to do charts. I feel really foolish right now and irritated because I bought the other

version of this book first, thinking it had a disk included to do charting and it turns out that it no

longer does. I returned that one and order this one for my granddaughters birthday thinking it had

the link to the website for the same purpose. Only to find out that the link is no longer active and

now I have to come up with an alternative charting software, since I have a very disappointed

teenager. When I went back to look at the reviews again that's when I noticed several reviews down

that this is a problem with this book. Do not purchase this book if that's what you're expecting it to

have a link for charting included. I will be contacting the publisher next with my feedback about this

issue. They know better! Very irritated. :-(

Wow! Great book if you you're into astrology!If you want to learn, or just expanding on what you

know, it's all right here in one fantastic astrology book. Highly recommend! :)

I'm an astrology bug! Love to find books about the subject. This book may not be for a true astrology

buff, but it serves my purpose for reading on the subject. Would of preferred the hard cover but too

pricey so this paperback copy will do. Delivery was ahead of the scheduled date so thank you for

that.

I use this book all the time. It's a good book for beginners to learn all the parts and pieces that go

into astrology and birth charts. Give you good vocab to then research deeper into areas of interest.

Fantastic. Detailed, down-to-earth (pun intended), and well-written. This book reveals why most

other popular books and articles on astrology are superficial garbage, why they rarely feel correct or

insightful. They stop too soon, babble on about PARTS of your chart, and gloss over some of the

most interesting and complicated aspects (pun intended) of your astrological blueprint!If you really



want to understand astrology in more depth, this book will lead you painlessly through the

multifaceted science that goes into calculating who you are. You will read your chart with ease,

getting a much fuller picture of who are. So far, this book's explanations feel accurate for everyone

charted.If you buy one book on astrology, I'd say this is your best bet. Easy to use, it comes with a

program disc that calculates your chart on pc in seconds.

I love this book so much! i checked it out a the library and just had to have it. I recommend it to

anyone who loves astrology and wants and in depth and well explained guide to all of your signs

without droning on and on boring the crap out of you.

This has always been a staple in my collection and I am so happy to have the updated version. I

would have liked the covers to have been a little thicker but I don't think that's something that's an

issue when you consider the vast amount of user friendly information inside.

This book is very easy to understand and quite informative. I would most definitely recommendthis

book to anyone who has even the least amount of knowledge and curiosity about astrology.I love

astrology because it paints a detailed picture of who we are and what we can be. When used

incombination with Numerology, the information you can find out about yourself and others is truly

astounding!Sincerely,Kathleen Margaret Adams
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